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The Madness Underneath
The highly original satire about Oedipa Maas, a woman who finds
herself enmeshed in a worldwide conspiracy, meets some extremely
interesting characters and attains a not inconsiderable amount of
self-knowledge.

Media Madness
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Adventure Travel Award “A thrilling and harrowing story. If it’s a
cliche to say I couldn’t put this book down, well, too bad: I
couldn’t put this book down.” —Jess Walter, bestselling author of
Beautiful Ruins “Polar exploration is utter madness. It is the
insistence of life where life shouldn’t exist. And so, Labyrinth of
Ice shows you exactly what happens when the unstoppable meets
the unmovable. Buddy Levy outdoes himself here. The details and
story are magnificent.” —Brad Meltzer, bestselling author of The
First Conspiracy: The Secret Plot to Kill George Washington Based
on the author's exhaustive research, the incredible true story of the
Greely Expedition, one of the most harrowing adventures in the
annals of polar exploration. In July 1881, Lt. A.W. Greely and his
crew of 24 scientists and explorers were bound for the last region
unmarked on global maps. Their goal: Farthest North. What would
follow was one of the most extraordinary and terrible voyages ever
made. Greely and his men confronted every possible
challenge—vicious wolves, sub-zero temperatures, and months of
total darkness—as they set about exploring one of the most remote,
unrelenting environments on the planet. In May 1882, they broke
the 300-year-old record, and returned to camp to eagerly await the
resupply ship scheduled to return at the end of the year. Only
nothing came. 250 miles south, a wall of ice prevented any rescue
from reaching them. Provisions thinned and a second winter
descended. Back home, Greely’s wife worked tirelessly against
government resistance to rally a rescue mission. Months passed, and
Greely made a drastic choice: he and his men loaded the remaining
provisions and tools onto their five small boats, and pushed off into
the treacherous waters. After just two weeks, dangerous floes
surrounded them. Now new dangers awaited: insanity, threats of
mutiny, and cannibalism. As food dwindled and the men weakened,
Greely's expedition clung desperately to life. Labyrinth of Ice tells
the true story of the heroic lives and deaths of these voyagers hellbent on fame and fortune—at any cost—and how their journey
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Dead Astronauts
Luke is four hundred miles away from home when the first nuclear
bomb drops. After narrowly escaping a nuclear explosion in San
Francisco, the Navy SEAL must travel through a world without rule
of law. Liz can't believe they're under attack. At first, it seems like
things won't be too bad. Yet within hours, it seems like the whole
world's gone crazy. With communication lines down, she's unable
to reach her husband, Luke. Getting her kids to their Bug Out
Location won't be easy, but she's determined to make it. It's well
stocked and safely tucked away in a canyon. But as people begin to
flee the cities, a new darkness spreads across America. Her struggle
to survive rips apart her core values and forces her to examine what
it means to be a mother, a wife, and a survivor.

An Anxious Age
In a world of spycraft, betrayals, and reversals, a Stasi officer is
unraveled by the cruel system he served and by the revelation of a
decades-old secret, in this “story that John le Carré might have
written for The Twilight Zone” (Washington Post). On November
9, 1989, Bernd Zeiger, a Stasi officer in the twilight of his career, is
deteriorating from a mysterious illness. Alarmed by the
disappearance of Lara, a young waitress at his regular café with
whom he is obsessed, he chases a series of clues throughout Berlin.
The details of Lara’s vanishing trigger flashbacks to his
entanglement with Johannes Held, a physicist who, twenty-five
years earlier, infiltrated an American research institute dedicated to
weaponizing the paranormal. Now, on the day the Berlin Wall falls
and Zeiger’s mind begins to crumble, his past transgressions have
come back to haunt him. Who is the real Lara, what happened to
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is her connection
to these events? As the surveiller
becomes the surveilled, the mystery is both solved and deepened,
with unexpected consequences. Set in the final, turbulent days of
the Cold War, The Standardization of Demoralization Procedures
blends the high-wire espionage of John le Carré with the brilliant
absurdist humor of Milan Kundera to evoke the dehumanizing
forces that turned neighbor against neighbor and friend against
friend. Jennifer Hofmann’s debut is an affecting, layered
investigation of conscience and country.

Chaos Rising
The History of Reason in the Age of Madness revolves around three
axes: the Foucauldian critical-historical method, its relationship
with enlightenment critique, and the way this critique is
implemented in Foucault's seminal work, History of Madness.
Foucault's exploration of the origins of psychiatry applies his own
theories of power, truth and reason and draws on Kant's philosophy,
shedding new light on the way we perceive the birth and
development of psychiatric practice. Following Foucault's adoption
of 'limit attitude', which investigates the limits of our thinking as
points of disruption and renewal of established frames of reference,
this book dispels the widely accepted belief that psychiatry
represents the triumph of rationalism by somehow conquering
madness and turning it into an object of neutral, scientific
perception. It examines the birth of psychiatry in its full complexity:
in the late eighteenth century, doctors were not simply rationalists
but also alienists, philosophers of finitude who recognized madness
as an experience at the limits of reason, introducing a discourse
which conditioned the formation of psychiatry as a type of medical
activity. Since that event, the same type of recognition, the same
anthropological confrontation with madness has persisted beneath
the calm development of psychiatric rationality, undermining the
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supposed linearity,
authority and steady progress of
psychiatric positivism. Iliopoulos argues that Foucault's critique
foregrounds this anthropological problematic as indispensable for
psychiatry, encouraging psychiatrists to become aware of the
epistemological limitations of their practice, and also to review the
ethical and political issues which madness introduces into the
apparent neutrality of current psychiatric discourse.

Edge of Collapse
From one of America’s leading reporters comes a deeply personal,
extraordinarily powerful look at the most volatile crises he has
witnessed around the world, from New Orleans to Baghdad and
beyond. Dispatches from the Edge of the World is a book that gives
us a rare up-close glimpse of what happens when the normal order
of things is suddenly turned upside down, whether it’s a natural
disaster, a civil war, or a heated political battle. Over the last year,
few people have witnessed more scenes of chaos and conflict than
Anderson Cooper, whose groundbreaking coverage on CNN has
become the touchstone of twenty-first century journalism. This
book explores in a very personal way the most important - and most
dangerous - crises of our time, and the surprising impact they have
had on his life. From the devastating tsunami in South Asia to the
suffering Niger, and ultimately Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans,
Cooper shares his own experiences of traversing the globe, covering
the world’s most astonishing stories. As a television journalist, he
has the gift of speaking with an emotional directness that cuts
through the barriers of the medium. In his first book, that passion
communicates itself through a rich fabric of memoir and reportage,
reflection and first-person narrative. Unflinching and utterly
engrossing, this is the story of an extraordinary year in a reporter’s
life.
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The Crying of Lot 49
Stranded in Honolulu when a strange cloud causes a worldwide
electronics failure, sixteen-year-old Leilani and her father must
make their way home to Hilo amid escalating perils, including her
severe epilepsy.

Breaking World
The New York Times bestseller! A new threat haunts the streets of
London… Rory Deveaux has changed in ways she never could have
imagined since moving to London and beginning a new life at
boarding school. As if her newfound ability to see ghosts hadn’t
complicated her life enough, Rory’s recent brush with the Jack the
Ripper copycat has left her with an even more unusual and intense
power. Now, a new string of inexplicable deaths is threatening
London, and Rory has evidence that they are no coincidence.
Something sinister is going on, and it is up to her to convince the
city’s secret ghost-policing squad to listen before it’s too late.

Maps to the Other Side
“A stunning first novel…imbued with foreboding at every
turn…Through her vibrant characters, Sacks paints a moving and
powerful portrait of those who love the region passionately despite
its many tensions and dangers.” --Booklist (Starred Review) "A
beautifully written, brave, and incredibly compassionate novel. I
couldn’t put it down.” --Etaf Rum "Sacks deeply humanizes a
conflict that dehumanizes on every level.” --Nicole Krauss Brave
and bold, this gorgeously written novel introduces a large cast of
characters from various backgrounds in a setting where violence is
routine and where survival is defined by boundaries, walls, and
checkpoints that force people to live and love within and across
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a college
for work. Rushing past soldiers, he bumps into Vera, a German
journalist headed to Jerusalem to cover the story of Salem, a
Palestinian boy beaten into a coma by a group of revenge-seeking
Israeli teenagers. On her way to the hospital, Vera runs in front of a
car that barely avoids hitting her. The driver is Ido, a new father
traveling with his American wife and their baby. Ido is distracted by
thoughts of a young Jewish girl murdered by a terrorist who
infiltrated her settlement. Ori, a nineteen-year-old soldier from a
nearby settlement, is guarding the checkpoint between Bethlehem
and Jerusalem through which Samar—Hamid’s professor—must pass.
These multiple strands open this magnificent and haunting novel of
present-day Israel and Palestine, following each of these diverse
characters as they try to protect what they love. Their interwoven
stories reveal complicated, painful truths about life in this conflicted
land steeped in hope, love, hatred, terror, and blood on both sides.
City of a Thousand Gates brilliantly evokes the universal drives that
motivate these individuals to think and act as they do—desires for
security, for freedom, for dignity, for the future of one’s children,
for land that each of us, no matter who or where we are, recognize
and share.

The Disappearing Spoon
From the New York Times bestselling author of A Million Little
Pieces and Bright Shiny Morning comes Katerina, James Frey’s
highly anticipated new novel set in 1992 Paris and contemporary
Los Angeles. A kiss, a touch. A smile and a beating heart. Love and
sex and dreams, art and drugs and the madness of youth. Betrayal
and heartbreak, regret and pain, the melancholy of age. Katerina,
the explosive new novel by America’s most controversial writer, is
a sweeping love story alternating between 1992 Paris and Los
Angeles in 2018. At its center are a young writer and a young model
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of fame,2both reckless, impulsive, addicted, and deeply
in love. Twenty-five years later, the writer is rich, famous, and
numb, and he wants to drive his car into a tree, when he receives an
anonymous message that draws him back to the life, and possibly
the love, he abandoned years prior. Written in the same percussive,
propulsive, dazzling, breathtaking style as A Million Little Pieces,
Katerina echoes and complements that most controversial of
memoirs, and plays with the same issues of fiction and reality that
created, nearly destroyed, and then recreated James Frey in the
American imagination.

The History of Reason in the Age of Madness
Why did Jos de Len Toral kill lvaro Obregn, leader of the Mexican
Revolution? So far, historians have characterized the motivations of
the young Catholic militant as the fruit of fanaticism. This book
offers new insights on how diverse sectors experienced the
aftermath of the Revolution by exploring the religious, political, and
cultural contentions of the 1920s. Far from an isolated fanatic, Len
Toral represented a generation of Mexicans who believed that the
revolution had unleashed ancient barbarism, sinful consumerism,
and anticlerical tyranny. Facing attacks against the Catholic essence
of Mexican nationalism, they emphasized asceticism, sacrifice, and
the redemptive potential of violence. Their reckless enthusiasm to
launch assaults was a sign of their devotion. Len Toral insisted that
'only God' was his accomplice; in fact, he was cheered by thousands
who dreamed of bringing the Kingdom of Christ to beleaguered
Mexico.

Edge of Collapse
From New York Times bestselling author Sam Kean comes
incredible stories of science, history, finance, mythology, the arts,
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more,2as told by the Periodic Table. Why did Gandhi
hate iodine (I, 53)? How did radium (Ra, 88) nearly ruin Marie
Curie's reputation? And why is gallium (Ga, 31) the go-to element
for laboratory pranksters?* The Periodic Table is a crowning
scientific achievement, but it's also a treasure trove of adventure,
betrayal, and obsession. These fascinating tales follow every
element on the table as they play out their parts in human history,
and in the lives of the (frequently) mad scientists who discovered
them. THE DISAPPEARING SPOON masterfully fuses science
with the classic lore of invention, investigation, and
discovery--from the Big Bang through the end of time. *Though
solid at room temperature, gallium is a moldable metal that melts at
84 degrees Fahrenheit. A classic science prank is to mold gallium
spoons, serve them with tea, and watch guests recoil as their
utensils disappear.

Edge of Darkness
Hailed as a classic of speculative fiction, Marge Piercy's landmark
novel is a transformative vision of two futures--and what it takes to
will one or the other into reality. Harrowing and prescient, Woman
on the Edge of Time speaks to a new generation on whom these
choices weigh more heavily than ever before. Connie Ramos is a
Mexican American woman living on the streets of New York. Once
ambitious and proud, she has lost her child, her husband, her
dignity--and now they want to take her sanity. After being unjustly
committed to a mental institution, Connie is contacted by an envoy
from the year 2137, who shows her a time of sexual and racial
equality, environmental purity, and unprecedented selfactualization. But Connie also bears witness to another potential
outcome: a society of grotesque exploitation in which the barrier
between person and commodity has finally been eroded. One will
become our world. And Connie herself may strike the decisive
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rare novels that leave us different people at the end than we were at
the beginning. Whether you are reading Marge Piercy's great work
again or for the first time, it will remind you that we are creating the
future with every choice we make."--Gloria Steinem "An ambitious,
unusual novel about the possibilities for moral courage in
contemporary society."--The Philadelphia Inquirer "A stunning,
even astonishing novel . . . marvelous and compelling."--Publishers
Weekly "Connie Ramos's world is cuttingly real."--Newsweek
"Absorbing and exciting."--The New York Times Book Review

The Standardization of Demoralization Procedures
A cure to save the world or a war to end it.

Labyrinth of Ice
In the dead of winter, a super EMP destroys the nation's power grid.
No electricity. No cars or phones. Worst of all: No heat. The
country is plunged into instant chaos. But for twenty-six-year-old
Hannah Sheridan, it's the best day of her life. For the last five years,
she's been held captive by a sadistic psychopath--until the EMP
releases the lock of her prison.Hannah emerges from her
underground cell into a hostile winter landscape with no way to call
for help, no vehicle that will drive, armed with nothing but the
clothes on her back and her own determination to survive.Liam
Coleman, cynical loner and former soldier, is headed nowhere fast.
He believed he was prepared for any disaster--until the EMP took
everything he'd ever cared about in a matter of seconds. When he
runs across a desperate woman who will die without his help, he's
forced to make a choice.Two hundred frozen, perilous miles stand
between them and their destination in rural Michigan. But the lack
of power, desperate people, and the treacherous elements aren't the
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only threats.Hannah's
her to the ends of the earth and beyond, destroying anything and
anyone who gets in his way. For she has something he wants--she's
nine months pregnant with his child.Edge of Collapse is a gripping
post-apocalyptic EMP thriller perfect for fans of Ryan Schow,
Grace Hamilton, Harley Tate, Jack Hunt, and Boyd Craven.

Heights of Madness
In 1938, two rival expeditions descend on an ancient temple
recently discovered in the jungles of Honduras, one intending to
shoot a huge Hollywood production on location there, the other to
disassemble the temple and ship it back to New York. A seemingly
endless stalemate ensues. Twenty years later, a rogue CIA agent
sets out to exploit the temple for his own ends, unaware that it is a
locus of conspiracies far grander than anyone could ever have
guessed. Shot through with intrigue, ingenuity, and adventure, and
showcasing Beauman’s riotous humor, spectacular imagination,
and riveting prose, Madness Is Better Than Defeat is a novel
without parallel: inventive, anarchic, and delightfully insane.

Woman on the Edge of Time
The Islands at the End of the World
Inferno is the riveting memoir of a young mother who is separated
from her newborn son and husband when she's involuntarily
committed to a psychiatric ward in New Jersey after a harrowing
bout of postpartum psychosis. When Catherine Cho and her
husband set off from London to introduce their newborn son to
family scattered across the United States, she could not have
imagined what lay in store. Before the trip’s end, she develops
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all sense of time and place, including what is real and not real. In
desperation, her husband admits her to a nearby psychiatric
hospital, where she begins the hard work of rebuilding her identity.
In this unwaveringly honest, insightful, and often shocking memoir
Catherine reconstructs her sense of self, starting with her childhood
as the daughter of Korean immigrants, moving through a traumatic
past relationship, and on to the early years of her courtship with and
marriage to her husband, James. She masterfully interweaves these
parts of her past with a vivid, immediate recounting of the days she
spent in the ward. The result is a powerful exploration of psychosis
and motherhood, at once intensely personal, yet holding within it a
universal experience – of how we love, live and understand
ourselves in relation to each other.

Edge of Madness
Picturing America: Thomas Cole and the Birth of
American Art
Point of Impact
"The Female Monster is alive and well in the pop-cultural
imagination. What does she tell us about ourselves and how we live
today? Funny, smart and encyclopedic, nimbly addressing everyone
from the biblical Lilith, to the movie Carrie, to Hae Min Lee (whose
death was the focus of the first season of "Serial") to the cult film
"The Craft", this book explores the female dark side, as represented
in female monsters throughout pop culture. These monsters express
taboo truths about female life and femininity. They embody
patriarchal fear of women. They speak to urges women are
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encouraged to
hide, or
with which a sexist society inflicts traditionally feminine roles upon
us. This is a sympathetic -- or, at least, curious -- look at the women
we fear and what they show us about how women navigate a
dangerous and frightening world"--

For Christ and Country
Taking up where TOTAL MELTDOWN (Borgo/Wildside 2009) by
Raymond Gaynor and William Maltese left off, NewAmerica, a
shadow of its former United States of America, provides a
challenging and dangerous future place for three young firebrands
to live.

Edge of Anarchy
'My first serious blackout marked the line between sanity and
insanity. Though I would have moments of lucidity over the coming
days and weeks, I would never again be the same person ' Susannah
Cahalan was a happy, clever, healthy twenty-four-year old. Then
one day she woke up in hospital, with no memory of what had
happened or how she had got there. Within weeks, she would be
transformed into someone unrecognizable, descending into a state
of acute psychosis, undergoing rages and convulsions, hallucinating
that her father had murdered his wife; that she could control time
with her mind. Everything she had taken for granted about her life,
and who she was, was wiped out. Brain on Fire is Susannah's story
of her terrifying descent into madness and the desperate hunt for a
diagnosis, as, after dozens of tests and scans, baffled doctors
concluded she should be confined in a psychiatric ward. It is also
the story of how one brilliant man, Syria-born Dr Najar, finally
proved - using a simple pen and paper - that Susannah's psychotic
behaviour was caused by a rare autoimmune disease attacking her
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brain. His diagnosis
of this little-known condition, thought to have
been the real cause of devil-possessions through history, saved her
life, and possibly the lives of many others. Cahalan takes readers
inside this newly-discovered disease through the progress of her
own harrowing journey, piecing it together using memories,
journals, hospital videos and records. Written with passionate
honesty and intelligence, Brain on Fire is a searingly personal yet
universal book, which asks what happens when your identity is
suddenly destroyed, and how you get it back. 'With eagle-eye
precision and brutal honesty, Susannah Cahalan turns her
journalistic gaze on herself as she bravely looks back on one of the
most harrowing and unimaginable experiences one could ever face:
the loss of mind, body and self. Brain on Fire is a mesmerizing
story' -Mira Bartók, New York Times bestselling author of The
Memory Palace Susannah Cahalan is a reporter on the New York
Post, and the recipient of the 2010 Silurian Award of Excellence in
Journalism for Feature Writing. Her writing has also appeared in the
New York Times, and is frequently picked up by the Daily Mail,
Gawker, Gothamist, AOL and Yahoo among other news
aggregrator sites.

Red Comet
Part mad manifesto, part revolutionary love letter, part freight train
adventure story — Maps to the Other Side is a self-reflective
shattered mirror, a twist on the classic punk rock travel narrative
that searches for authenticity and connection in the lives of
strangers and the solidarity and limitations of underground
community. Beginning at the edge of the internet age, a time when
radical zine culture prefigured social networking sites, these timely
writings paint an illuminated trail through a complex labyrinth of
undocumented migrants, anarchist community organizers, brilliant
visionary artists, revolutionary seed savers, punk rock historians,
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iconoclastic bridge builders. This book is a document of one
person’s odyssey to transform his experiences navigating the
psychiatric system by building community in the face of adversity;
a set of maps for how rebels and dreamers can survive and thrive in
a crazy world.

Katerina
The first full-length collection in English by one of Latin America’s
most significant twentieth-century poets. Revered by the likes of
Octavio Paz and Roberto Bolano, Alejandra Pizarnik is still a
hidden treasure in the U.S. Extracting the Stone of Madness: Poems
1962–1972 comprises all of her middle to late work, as well as a
selection of posthumously published verse. Obsessed with themes
of solitude, childhood, madness and death, Pizarnik explored the
shifting valences of the self and the border between speech and
silence. In her own words, she was drawn to "the suffering of
Baudelaire, the suicide of Nerval, the premature silence of
Rimbaud, the mysterious and fleeting presence of Lautréamont,” as
well as to the “unparalleled intensity” of Artaud’s “physical and
moral suffering.”

Parade's End
We live in a profoundly spiritual age, but not in any good way.
Huge swaths of American culture are driven by manic spiritual
anxiety and relentless supernatural worry. Radicals and
traditionalists, liberals and conservatives, together with politicians,
artists, environmentalists, followers of food fads, and the chattering
classes of television commentators: America is filled with people
frantically seeking confirmation of their own essential goodness.
We are a nation desperate to stand of the side of morality--to know
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Joseph Bottum offers an account of modern America, presented as a
morality tale formed by a collision of spiritual disturbances. And
the cause, he claims, is the most significant and least noticed
historical fact of the last fifty years: the collapse of the mainline
Protestant churches that were the source of social consensus and
cultural unity. Our dangerous spiritual anxieties, broken loose from
the churches that once contained them, now madden everything in
American life. Updating The Protestant Ethic and the Sprit of
Capitalism, Max Weber's sociological classic, An Anxious Age
undertakes two case studies of contemporary social classes adrift in
a nation without the religious understandings that gave them
meaning. Looking at the college-educated elite he calls "the Poster
Children," Bottum sees the post-Protestant heirs of the old mainline
Protestant domination of culture: dutiful descendants who claim the
high social position of their Christian ancestors even while they
reject their ancestors' Christianity. Turning to the Swallows of
Capistrano, the Catholics formed by the pontificate of John Paul II,
Bottum evaluates the early victories--and later defeats--of the
attempt to substitute Catholicism for the dying mainline voice in
public life. Sweeping across American intellectual and cultural
history, An Anxious Age traces the course of national religion and
warns about the strange angels and even stranger demons with
which we now wrestle. Insightful and contrarian, wise and
unexpected, An Anxious Age ranks among the great modern
accounts of American culture. From the Hardcover edition.

Who Is Vera Kelly? (A Vera Kelly Story)
Born in 1981 and raised in Bromsgrove, Worcestershire, Jonny
Muir's early wanderings took him over the Lickey Hills, before he
graduated to the giddier heights of the Lake District and
Snowdonia.
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Madness Is Better Than Defeat
According to the media, Donald Trump could never become
president. Now many are on a mission to prove he shouldn’t be
president. The Trump administration and the press are at war—and
as in any war, the first casualty has been truth. Bestselling author
Howard Kurtz, host of Fox News’s Media Buzz and former
Washington Post columnist, offers a stunning exposé of how
supposedly objective journalists, alarmed by Trump’s success, have
moved into the opposing camp. Kurtz’s exclusive, in-depth, behindthe-scenes interviews with reporters, anchors, and insiders within
the Trump White House reveal the unprecedented hostility between
the media and the president they cover. In Media Madness, you’ll
learn: Why White House strategist Steve Bannon told Trump he is
in danger of being impeached How the love-hate relationship
between the president and Morning Joe hosts—Joe Scarborough and
Mika Brzezinski—turned entirely to hate How Kellyanne Conway
felt betrayed by journalists who befriended her—and how she fought
back How elite, mainstream news reporters—named and
quoted—openly express their blatant contempt for Trump How
Bannon tried to block short-lived Communications Director
Anthony Scaramucci—and why Trump soured on him How Ivanka
and Jared Kushner aren’t the liberals the pundits want them to
be—and why Trump tried to discourage them from joining the White
House Why Trump believes some journalists harbor hatred for
him—and how some liberals despise his voters How Trump is a far
more pragmatic politician than the press often acknowledges (and
how the press dismisses his flip-flops when he flops their way)
What Trump got wrong about Charlottesville—and how Steve
Bannon predicted the debacle How the media consistently
overreached on the Russian “collusion” scandal Why Trump
actually likes journalists, secretly meets with them, and allows the
press unprecedented access Why Reince Priebus couldn’t do his
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privately berated journalists for bad reporting—and why he and
Kellyanne Conway were relentlessly attacked by the media Never
before has there been such an eye-opening, shocking look at what
the White House and the media think about each other. It’s not
pretty. But it also makes for the most important political book of the
year.

Trump and a Post-Truth World
A 2020 LOCUS AWARD FINALIST Jeff VanderMeer's Dead
Astronauts presents a City with no name of its own where, in the
shadow of the all-powerful Company, lives human and otherwise
converge in terrifying and miraculous ways. At stake: the fate of the
future, the fate of Earth—all the Earths. A messianic blue fox who
slips through warrens of time and space on a mysterious mission. A
homeless woman haunted by a demon who finds the key to all
things in a strange journal. A giant leviathan of a fish, centuries old,
who hides a secret, remembering a past that may not be its own.
Three ragtag rebels waging an endless war for the fate of the world
against an all-powerful corporation. A raving madman who wanders
the desert lost in the past, haunted by his own creation: an invisible
monster whose name he has forgotten and whose purpose remains
hidden.

The Last American Aristocrat
Gravity's Rainbow
A revelatory biography of literary icon Henry Adams—one of
America’s most prominent writers and intellectuals of his era, who
witnessed and contributed to America’s dramatic transition from
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accomplished, and important American writer of his time. His
autobiography and modern classic The Education of Henry Adams
was widely considered one of the best English-language nonfiction
books of the 20th century. The last member of his distinguished
family—after great-grandfather John Adams, and grandfather John
Quincy Adams—to gain national attention, he is remembered today
as an historian, a political commentator, and a memoirist. Now,
historian David Brown sheds light on the brilliant yet undercelebrated life of this major American intellectual. Adams not only
lived through the Civil War and the Industrial Revolution but he
met Abraham Lincoln, bowed before Queen Victoria, and counted
powerful figures, including Secretary of State John Hay, Senator
Henry Cabot Lodge, and President Theodore Roosevelt as friends
and neighbors. His observations of these men and their policies in
his private letters provide a penetrating assessment of Gilded Age
America on the cusp of the modern era. The Last American
Aristocrat details Adams’s relationships with his wife (Marian
“Clover” Hooper) and, following her suicide, Elizabeth Cameron,
the young wife of a senator and part of the famous Sherman clan
from Ohio. Henry Adams’s letters—thousands of them—demonstrate
his struggles with depression, familial expectations, and reconciling
with his unwanted widower’s existence. Presenting intimate and
insightful details of a fascinating and unusual American life and a
new window on nineteenth century US history, The Last American
Aristocrat shows us a more “modern” and “human” Henry Adams
than ever before.

Medication Madness
A provocative and balanced examination of our current social and
political situation—by a cutting–edge philosopher of our times. The
world is in turmoil. As populist waves roil in the UK, Europe,
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Turkey, Russia,
Asia—and
most visibly, the U.S., with the election
of Donald Trump—nationalist and extremist political forces threaten
the progress made over many decades. Democracies are reeling in
the face of nihilism and narcissism. How did we get here? And how,
with so much antagonism, cynicism, and discord, can we mend the
ruptures in our societies? In this provocative work, philosopher Ken
Wilber applies his Integral approach to explain how we arrived
where we are and why there is cause for hope. He lays much of the
blame on a failure at the progressive, leading edge of society. This
leading edge is characterized by the desire to be as just and
inclusive as possible, and to it we owe the thrust toward women’s
rights, the civil rights movement, the environmental movement, and
the concern for oppression in all its forms. This is all evolutionarily
healthy. But what is unhealthy is a creeping postmodernism that is
elitist, “politically correct,” insistent on an egalitarianism that is
itself paradoxically hierarchical, and that looks down on
“deplorables.” Combine this with the techno-economic demise of
many traditional ways of making a living, and you get an explosive
mixture. As Wilber says, for some Trump voters: “Everywhere you
are told that you are fully equal and deserve immediate and
complete empowerment, yet everywhere you are denied the means
to actually achieve it. You suffocate, you suffer, and you get very,
very mad.” It is only when members of society’s leading edge can
heal themselves that a new, Integral evolutionary force can emerge
to move us beyond the social and political turmoil of our current
time to offer genuine leadership toward greater wholeness.

Brain On Fire: My Month of Madness
At the Mountains of Madness is a science fiction-horror novella by
American author H. P. Lovecraft, written in February/March 1931
and rejected that year by Weird Tales editor Farnsworth Wright on
the grounds of its length. It was originally serialized in the
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February, March,
and2 April 1936 issues of Astounding Stories. It
has been reproduced in numerous collections. The story details the
events of a disastrous expedition to the Antarctic continent in
September 1930, and what was found there by a group of explorers
led by the narrator, Dr. William Dyer of Miskatonic University.
Throughout the story, Dyer details a series of previously untold
events in the hope of deterring another group of explorers who wish
to return to the continent.

Dispatches from the Edge
This fascinating look at artist Thomas Cole's life takes readers from
his humble beginnings to his development of a new painting style
that became America's first formal art movement: the Hudson River
school of painting. Thomas Cole was always looking for something
new to draw. Born in England during the Industrial Revolution, he
was fascinated by tales of the American countryside, and was
ecstatic to move there in 1818. The life of an artist was difficult at
first, however Thomas kept his dream alive by drawing constantly
and seeking out other artists. But everything changed for him when
he was given a ticket for a boat trip up the Hudson River to see the
wilderness of the Catskill Mountains. The haunting beauty of the
landscape sparked his imagination and would inspire him for the
rest of his life. The majestic paintings that followed struck a chord
with the public and drew other artists to follow in his footsteps, in
the first art movement born in America. His landscape paintings
also started a conversation on how to protect the country's wild
beauty. Hudson Talbott takes readers on a unique journey as he
depicts the immigrant artist falling in love with--and fighting to
preserve--his new country.

Dead Blondes and Bad Mothers
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"An engrossing
new 2biography of Sylvia Plath focuses on her
remarkable literary and intellectual growth and achievement,
restoring the vivid creative woman behind the longtime Plath myths
perpetuated by a pathology-based approach to her life and art. With
a wealth of never-before-accessed materials, Heather Clark here
brings to life the brilliant daughter of Wellesley, MA who had
poetic ambition from a very young age, and was an accomplished,
published writer of poems and stories before she became the star
English student at Smith College. Determined not to read Plath's
work as if her every act, from childhood on, was a harbinger of her
tragic fate, Clark presents new materials about Plath's scientist
father, her juvenile writings, and her psychiatric treatment, and
evokes a culture in transition in the mid-twentieth century, in the
shadow of the atom bomb and the Holocaust, as she explores
Sylvia's world: her early relationships and determination not to
become a conventional woman and wife; her conflicted ties to her
well-meaning, widowed mother; her troubles at the hands of an
unenlightened mental health industry; her Cambridge years and
thunderclap meeting with Ted Hughes, a marriage of true minds
that would change the course of poetry in English; and much more.
Clark's clear-eyed sympathy for Hughes, his lover Assia Wevill,
and other demonized players in the arena of Plath's suicide
promotes a deeper understanding of her final days, with their
outpouring of first-rate poems. Along with illuminating readings of
the poems themselves, Clark's meticulous, compassionate research
brings us closer than ever to the spirited woman and visionary artist
who blazed a trail that still lights the way for women poets the
world over"--

City of a Thousand Gates
Medications for everything from depression and anxiety to ADHD
and insomnia are being prescribed in alarming numbers across the
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Medication Madness is a fascinating, frightening, and dramatic look
at the role that psychiatric medications have played in fifty cases of
suicide, murder, and other violent, criminal, and bizarre behaviors.
As a psychiatrist who believes in holding people responsible for
their conduct, the weight of scientific evidence and years of clinical
experience eventually convinced Dr. Breggin that psychiatric drugs
frequently cause individuals to lose their judgment and their ability
to control their emotions and actions. Medication Madness raises
and examines the issues surrounding personal responsibility when
behavior seems driven by drug-induced adverse reactions and
intoxication. Dr. Breggin personally evaluated the cases in the book
in his role as a treating psychiatrist, consultant or medical expert.
He interviewed survivors and witnesses, and reviewed extensive
medical, occupational, educational and police records. The great
majority of individuals lived exemplary lives and committed no
criminal or bizarre actions prior to taking the psychiatric
medications. Medication Madness reads like a medical thriller, true
crime story, and courtroom drama; but it is firmly based in the latest
scientific research and dozens of case studies. The lives of the
children and adults in these stories, as well as the lives of their
families and their victims, were thrown into turmoil and sometimes
destroyed by the unanticipated effects of psychiatric drugs. In some
cases our entire society was transformed by the tragic outcomes.
Many categories of psychiatric drugs can cause potentially
horrendous reactions. Prozac, Paxil, Zoloft, Adderall, Ritalin,
Concerta, Xanax, lithium, Zyprexa and other psychiatric
medications may spellbind patients into believing they are improved
when too often they are becoming worse. Psychiatric drugs drive
some people into psychosis, mania, depression, suicide, agitation,
compulsive violence and loss of self-control without the individuals
realizing that their medications have deformed their way of thinking
and feeling. This book documents how the FDA, the medical
establishment and the pharmaceutical industry have over-sold the
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value of psychiatric
It serves as a cautionary tale about our
reliance on potentially dangerous psychoactive chemicals to relieve
our emotional problems and provides a positive approach to taking
personal charge of our lives.

Extracting the Stone of Madness: Poems 1962 - 1972
Winner of the 1974 National Book Award “A screaming comes
across the sky. . .” A few months after the Germans’ secret V-2
rocket bombs begin falling on London, British Intelligence
discovers that a map of the city pinpointing the sexual conquests of
one Lieutenant Tyrone Slothrop, U.S. Army, corresponds
identically to a map showing the V-2 impact sites. The implications
of this discovery will launch Slothrop on an amazing journey across
war-torn Europe, fleeing an international cabal of military-industrial
superpowers, in search of the mysterious Rocket 00000, through a
wildly comic extravaganza that has been hailed in The New
Republic as “the most profound and accomplished American novel
since the end of World War II.”

At The Mountains Of Madness
This monumental novel, divided into four separate books, celebrates
the end of an era, the irrevocable destruction of the comfortable,
predictable society that vanished during World War I.

The Edge of Madness
An NPR Best Book of the Year "Gripping, subtle, magnificently
written." —The New York Times Book Review "A delectable pageturner . . . Vera Kelly introduces a fascinating new spy to
literature’s mystery canon—one we hope sticks around long beyond
this snappy, intimate debut." —Entertainment Weekly New York
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2 is struggling to make rent and blend into the
City, 1962. Vera
Kelly
underground gay scene in Greenwich Village. She's working night
shifts at a radio station when her quick wits, sharp tongue, and
technical skills get her noticed by a recruiter for the CIA. Next thing
she knows she's in Argentina, tasked with wiretapping a
congressman and infiltrating a group of student activists in Buenos
Aires. As Vera becomes more and more enmeshed with the young
radicals, the fragile local government begins to split at the seams.
When a betrayal leaves her stranded in the wake of a coup, Vera
learns the Cold War makes for strange and unexpected bedfellows,
and she's forced to take extreme measures to save herself. An
exhilarating page-turner and perceptive coming-of-age story, Who
Is Vera Kelly? introduces an original, wry, and whip-smart female
spy for the twenty-first century.

Inferno
In a heartbeat, everything grinds to a haltOn Christmas Eve, the
lights go out. Vehicles stop working. Communications break
down.Reclusive former soldier Liam Coleman doesn't want to be
anywhere near bustling downtown Chicago the day before
Christmas. But his twin brother and his pregnant sister-in-law need
him, so he makes the trip.But mere minutes after leaving O'Hare,
their car crashes, along with hundreds of other vehicles. When
Liam's phone stops working, he begins to suspect something more
sinister than a local power outage. But before he can react, the first
plane falls from the sky When a super EMP takes down the nation's
power grid, Liam knows it's time to bug out. He's prepared, but he
never expected to be caught in the middle of Chicago as chaos
erupts. With society collapsing before his very eyes, Liam will have
to risk more than he ever thought possible to protect the ones he
loves--if it's not already too late. Chaos Rising is the riveting postapocalyptic EMP survival thriller prequel novella set in the Edge of
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Stone. Includes a six-chapter sneak peek of Edge of Collapse, book
#1 in the explosive new post-apocalyptic series.
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